
I am no I I slight

I’ve taught myself to unwrite
& then wreathed, saturate, blank
the severed glinting worlds rebelieve
or they all access overall not-so, a not-so
lucid, a lucid one, the squirrels that I live there
^.^ ~ alright then, alright mr squirrel there, yep.
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Summer Poem

The artwork provides the sensuous idea of freedom.

Bed goes up, bed goes down.

Just tie me to me to you.

For clarity’s sake.

For a full length feature.

For, or just, orgasmic, like they say.

I have now provided the sensuous idea of freedom.

I’m very pleased you were able to attend.
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beed

so I was walking
in the park
today
and I saw
this bee
and I accidentally
!ung my body
on top of it
so all these
bees came !ying
forth and I got
beed
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This is such total bullshit.

at the political
consciousness exhibition
a blameless
weasel
infected by petty
blown about
weasel ideoglossia
or some upper-echelon
America loves you
Billy Bob Thorntonodious, tiresome, obnoxious
critiquing of your review of
bullshit propaganda
well, Fuck you, Bartender
Wait, how the fuck old are you?
How do you sleep at night? !at?
Fuck the Carter Administration
Robots wash my car for me
doofus !at? "#$  %&#"  '(
I don’t make this shit up
The reason I bring this up is
Shut the fuck up
Here’s to experiences revolving around food bringing you up
you fucking choke

And man, if you haven’t seen muppets fucking
you really need to get out more
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Buoyancy

The light then. The singing in the letters
which are gnats which if windy . . .

See then, the fool who comes to you
& forgets to bring his joy. !o thinks
he will "nd it with you.

Everything I have written is trash. I have not
even the strength to love. Let it go.
That’s true that is not true. Untrained
tandem gnat-brain if you want the city
and dying "sh to be a touchstone rub
the indicator needle & a genie will
appear, knitting. I’m sorry for saying
I loved you when I’ve not really done
that. But o I have in my foolish batter
head, in my back, too tight, the frog
voice underneath.

Everything, trash & strength. Let it go.
All of them. I am lead when I should be
salt, or else gum when I should be
gunk. Go back go back to the drinking
place souls that snow. The quivering
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obliged no more at rest & joy. Soft
is a world should perish. & the victory
of the light.

I Ching say “He ends by achieving nothing.”
A real devotee, no? Invited from
blank & obtained, another bed
for interrupting, perhaps the
world’s. You said you were
the world. Well, maybe. Because
a calf thinks god is a cow.

I have to write past this obsession
with you, Nora, with an invalid
admiration in the learning. You’ve
got the idea. I’m a calf. & the victory
of the light.

Does it go on? The poem I mean.
Between tortoise & torture you’ll
!nd and analyze a repetition fetish
& accidental death pretending
we’re supposed to recover that’s
what the pills are for. That’s not what
the pills are for. The victory of the
light tho, is gentle, I believe that.

The love has almost
destroyed me. So he begged.
A calf, yes. And a source of
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light, & a digestive tract. Sense
& the great friend. Found & alone.
I am your mirror, here are the stones.
That was stolen, & no longer is. That’s
true that is not true, & trash.

Some things forgive. People always
do, whether they die or not. Eventually.
Somehow. Opening. Your heart’s
bad. Half of it. How come? My heart’s
horrendous. A thief-book. Held wrong
at twelve, half-loved. Poetry is
truly remarkable trash.
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